
Kovel’
Oldest Cemetery
Ковель

ADDRESS AND DIRECTIONS: From 10, Levytskoho Street turn in a northerly direction along a lane and proceed for 60 meters. The cemetery was situated in the backyard of Secondary School №6.

GPS COORDINATES: 51.2203585, 24.6909678

GRADIENT: Flat land

PERIMETER LENGTH: 360 meters

TYPE OF EXISTING FENCE: No fence

NUMBER OF EXISTING GRAVESTONES: None

PERIOD OF FOUNDATION: Supposedly, late 16th century.

NOTES: This cemetery was called “the oldest one” (yashan noshan). According to Yizkor Kovel’, in the 1930s, a tombstone of 1611 was recorded there. Most likely it was demolished during WWII. Today, most of the territory is overbuilt with houses, while the rest of it belongs to a local school.

No specific works needed.
Kovel’
Old Cemetery
Ковель

ADDRESS AND DIRECTIONS: 6A, Halytskoho Street

GPS COORDINATES: 51.2128049, 24.6792948

GRADIENT: Flat land

PERIMETER LENGTH: Around 335 meters

TYPE OF EXISTING FENCE: No fence

NUMBER OF EXISTING GRAVESTONES: None

PERIOD OF FOUNDATION: Unknown. Appears on Russian maps of the late-18th century.

NOTES: The cemetery was called “the old cemetery”. It was destroyed most likely during WWII, and later a repair factory collective was built on the site. There is a memorial without inscriptions at the entrance to the site. No specific works needed.
**ADDRESS AND DIRECTIONS:** 124, Volodymyrs'ka Street, at the site of Shevtchenko House of Culture and a square in front of it.

**GPS COORDINATES:** 51.2029309, 24.6781039

**GRADIENT:** Flat land

**PERIMETER LENGTH:** Around 780 meters

**TYPE OF EXISTING FENCE:** No fence

**NUMBER AND CONDITION OF EXISTING GRAVESTONES:** Two broken and undated tombstones

**PERIOD OF FOUNDATION:** Mid or late 19th century

**NOTES:** In August 1942 on the territory of this cemetery around 5,000 Jews were shot. The cemetery was damaged during WWII and formally demolished in 1970. The tombstones were used for road construction at a military base located nearby. A house of culture and a public park were built on the site. No specific works needed.